Modal vibration parameters such as frequency, damping ratio and mode shape have long been considered useful for identifying damage in structures. In this paper a generalized approach is presented that allows for damage to be localized and quantified using regression and response surface modeling of modal frequency. Regression models or response surface models are developed to characterize how modal frequencies of structures are affected by variations in parameters such as defect depth, width and location. Design of experiments (DOE) techniques are used in conjunction with experimental modal frequency measurements to solve for defect parameters of test specimens in the field for condition monitoring. Determining defect parameters can be done by inverting and explicitly solving regression model equations, employing software-driven numeric optimization or through a graphical approach that overlays contour lines of multiple response surface models. Either of these methods can be automated. This approach is explored and validated with finite element and theoretical beam models along with a series of physical experiments on cantilevered aluminum rods. The method performs well for detecting simple and distinct defects. Implementation complexity increases when detecting multiple or more variable, less-easily quantifiable defects. In its general form, the method shows promise for damage detection when a specific type of consistent defect is known to occur or for applications such as quality control on production lines and monitoring of deposit buildup in pipes.
INTRODUCTION
Modal testing has already been used in various applications to assess structural integrity and detect material defects. For example, it has been used to detect cracks in a wheel end spindles of US Army vehicles [1] and to detect damage in beams [2] and wooden utility poles [3] . It has also been used to characterize the properties of fiberreinforced composite materials for quality control purposes [4] and to determine modal parameters that helped to design more dynamically wind resistant steel, aluminum and fibreglass light poles [5] .
For the purpose of condition monitoring, many modal parameters have been taken into consideration in previous work. In one study, modal damping ratio (or loss factor) of a beam was shown to increase when an increasing number of drilled holes were introduced [6] . Curvature mode shapes, which are essentially the second derivative of displacement mode shapes, have also been used to identify damage in beams through a method whereby the difference in curvature mode shapes between intact and defected beams is analyzed [7, 8] .
Despite the promise of modal parameters such as damping ratio and curvature mode shape for detecting structural damage, frequency has been the modal parameter of choice in much of the work to date. In a review of studies that used modal frequency as an indicator of structural damage, Salawu [9] pointed out that frequency can be a useful parameter but also has some downfalls. The existence of a defect is comparable to the local reduction of cross sectional moment of inertia which in turn reduces local bending stiffness. This loss of stiffness results in a lowered natural frequency and the frequency reduction is most severe when a defect is located at a point of high curvature for any particular mode. Therefore, damage occurring near areas of low curvature for a particular mode may not significantly affect the frequency of that mode. Since curvature is related to mode shape, individual modes will likely be affected differently by any given defect and therefore changes in the frequency of multiple modes may need to be considered together in order to provide an accurate picture of whether or not a defect is present. Choosing which modes to use in assessing damage is another issue since higher modes are more sensitive to damage but are also more difficult to measure in practice.
A method presented in this study will attempt to overcome some of these issues and focus on the use multiple modal frequencies simultaneously in order to predict the location and severity of structural defects.
THE FREQUENCY-REGRESSION METHOD
An approach will be suggested and demonstrated here for detecting and quantifying defects in beams using their modal frequency. We will generally work with transverse modes in this study but other mode types should be equally valid. The method involves first using design of experiments theory to create regression models of multiple modal frequencies of the beam. Each regression model expresses a particular natural frequency in terms of a number of factors that have a significant effect on that natural frequency.
Once the regression models are acquired, they can be used to detect defects by first measuring the natural frequencies of the beam through some experimental technique (such as modal impact testing). The natural frequencies are then used as inputs for the regression models. The regression models are then rearranged and solved for the appropriate defect parameters. The regression models can only be solved if there are at least as many equations as unknowns. Therefore, the number of defect parameters that can be predicted is limited to the number of modal frequencies that can be accurately measured.
It is important that the regression models be an accurate fit to the beams actual modal behaviour. Since the modal frequencies of a beam are affected by its length, cross sectional area, second moment of area of the cross section, modulus of elasticity and density, then any easily measurable parameters that affect the above parameters should also be included in the regression models. For example, a wood beam's density is affected by its moisture content. Therefore, if moisture content can be measured easily in practice then it should be included in the models in order to increase their accuracy.
The goal of this study is to confirm or deny the validity of the method by applying it to finite element and small scale experimental models for a simple scenario. Models for frequency will be developed according to the above approach, and then used to predict the defect condition of validation specimens. The predictions made by this method will be compared to the actual known (and controlled) defect parameters in validation specimens.
Illustrating the Proposed Method
Generally, a simple linear regression model with two factors could be of the following form:
Where is the natural frequency of mode , is a constant for mode , A and B are defect parameters (such as defect location and depth) and , and are constants corresponding to the effect of these defect parameters on mode . We would normally solve for the constants , , and when building the regression models from experimental data.
If we wish to predict two defect parameters (A and B) then we need at least two equations:
Here we have chosen = 1 and = 2 for our two equations. This refers to us choosing to use regression models that reflect the behavior of modes 1 and 2. Note that we could have chosen a combination of (nearly) any two modes as long as their modal frequencies were measureable and we were initially able to develop their corresponding regression models. We can solve the two equations above for A and B to get the following:
In practice, we could now take a specimen, measure its first and second modal frequencies experimentally and solve for its defect parameters according to the above equations. Note that this is a very simple case and is only intended to help demonstrate the suggested procedure for detecting defects. It may be very difficult to find explicit equations for defect parameters if the regression models are of higher order. Numerical solvers would likely have to be employed for most practical cases.
In order to provide a visual demonstration of how the method works we can plot two simple regression models as response surfaces. The two regression equations could be as follows:
The response surfaces corresponding to the above equations are shown in Figure 1 .
Figure 1 -Simple Planar Response Surfaces
Say, for example, that we experimentally measured two modal frequencies 1 = 6 and 2 = 8. We can visualize the solution by plotting contour lines on the A-B plane for each of the two response surfaces at their respective measured frequencies. Since the A-B plane is common between the two response surfaces, we can plot the contour lines together on the same axis. The [A,B] coordinate where the contour lines intersect represents the solution to the regression equations. This is shown in Figure 2 for the above problem. In addition to demonstrating how the method works, this approach is suggested as a graphical method for solving the regression models in practice. 
Sensitivity and Errors
Consider again the example and explanation above. If a planar response surface is angled only slightly away from horizontal then its factors have very weak effects on the response. Considering the previous simple example again, this would mean that A and/or B have only a weak effect on 1 and/or 2 . In this case, even if the data used to obtain the regression model was obtained very carefully allowing for an accurate portrait of actual modal behavior and a very high R 2 value, small errors in measuring the frequencies of a test specimen could be projected into large errors in prediction due to the shallow response surface. This illustrates that strong factor effects are desired in order to obtain accurate predictions.
Independence of Responses
Since our system of equations will ultimately be the regression models for our actual modal frequencies, it is required that those models be independent. Note that a distinction should be made between modal frequencies being independent and the independence of regression models where modal frequencies are considered as the response. For a given physical system (with fixed parameters), the theoretical modal frequencies are obviously linked to each other though a common characteristic equation from which they are all derived. With respect to our defect detection method, each modal frequency should respond to changes in the varied defect parameters in an independent manner. Take, for example, a beam with a single defect parameter: the location of a crack. As mentioned earlier, the effect of a crack on frequency is diminished when the crack occurs near an area of lowered curvature (often near modal nodes). This is due to lower stress occurring near modal nodes of a vibrating specimen. As discussed, many authors view this occurrence as a downfall of using frequency as a defect detection parameter; it essentially masks the effect of defects that occur near a node for any particular mode. However, for our case it insures that the response of each mode is independent with respect to our defect parameter (change in crack location) because each mode shape has a different number of nodes at varying locations and thus has unique, and independent, curvature mode shapes.
Extrema and Multiple Solution Considerations
Other issues arise if we have higher order models. An example of a higher order linear regression model could be the following second order model:
Again in this case is the frequency of mode , and are defect parameters and ... ℎ are constants obtained in developing the regression models from experimental data.
Higher order models are likely to contain a number of extrema and any extremum point becomes horizontal by its nature. Areas close to these points are also nearly horizontal. Therefore, an area exists near each extremum point with potential for higher error in prediction due to the significance of errors in measurement becoming relatively high compared to factor effects. For higher order models, these horizontal areas will be present at various locations depending on where extrema exist in the models themselves.
By extending our scope to models of higher order, we also introduce the possibility of obtaining multiple solutions when using the proposed technique. Therefore we must set guidelines for eliminating extra solutions.
When developing regression models we specify upper and lower limits for each factor level and within this range lie all of the design points from which our models are derived. These limits define our design space. As with any curve-fitting scenario, we should be cautious of problems that may arise when extrapolating outside the range of our data set. Consider the graphical approach of overlaying contour lines. Extrapolation may cause errors large enough that contour lines redirect and intersect at solutions outside of the design space where solutions would not otherwise exist. Even if the models were accurate for some portion of space outside of our design space we may get solutions that do not physically make sense. Therefore, we should eliminate all solutions that lie outside of our design space.
Figure 3 -Defining a Single Defect in Multiple Ways
Multiple solutions can also arise when a single defect condition can actually be defined in a number of different ways. For example, consider a beam with two defect parameters. 'A' defines the location to the center of a defect and 'B' defines the length of the defect. It is easy to imagine that if the defect happens to occur at either end of the beam there may be multiple [A,B] combinations that are valid for defining the defect (as shown in Figure 3 ). The [A1,B1] combination on the left of the figure can be considered as the simplest form. However, there are an infinite number of equally valid [A2,B2] solutions as well. In this case we should simply recognize by inspection whether or not a particular solution creates a defect that extends beyond the physical limits of the system and then manually deduce the simplest possible form of the solution. This calculation would be straightforward.
In order to actually solve our regression equations for a finite number of defect parameter solutions, we need as many regression equations as we have defect parameters to predict. If one or more of these regression equations is nonlinear, we may end up with multiple solutions that do lie within our design space. In this case, considering extra regression models (that define the behavior of other vibration modes) will aid in narrowing in on the correct solution. It is likely that in most practical cases we will need to consider + 1 regression models if we wish to predict defect parameters and eliminate extra solutions. Thus we should ensure that an appropriate number of design points and responses are considered upfront when developing models.
Model Development Approach
In order to accurately capture the response of each mode as it relates to the factors being considered we must ensure that an adequately high model order is used. The model order required for some parameters will be dependent upon the vibration mode considered and different defect parameters may require different model complexity in order for their effects to be accurately modeled. Traditional two-level factorial and second-order response surface designs are often inadequate for capturing the behavior of modal frequencies as they relate to defect parameters. Therefore, some rough guidelines for a space filling approach will be suggested here. The approach can be used for determining the model order and number of design points required to create our regression models.
Before attempting to develop our regression models, we should first determine the model order required to capture the effect of each individual response. This can be done by simulating closely spaced design points in a finite element environment and meshing them together to create single response plots or response surface plots. These plots can then be examined to determine the typical number of inflection points that occur with respect to each factor. Considering the cross section at various locations of response surface plots can be useful for this purpose. Once we know the number of inflection points that are typical for each factor considered, two design points can be considered for each section of the curve between those inflection points. If there are no inflection points, we can consider a first or second order model (requiring two or three points respectively). This suggested method for choosing the number of design points to use in modeling is demonstrated in Figure 4 .
It is common knowledge that in polynomial interpolation we can use points to fit a polynomial of order − 1 [10] . This is shown up to order 4 in Figure 5 . Notice that the number of design points suggested for fitting curves up to third order is the same as the minimum number required. However, for every increase in required order, above third order, the number of design points suggested here is increased by two (instead of the minimum of one).
Including extra design points does not necessarily mean that we will use the extra points to allow fitting of a higher order model than is required to capture the effects of the physical system. It is widely known that fitting models of higher order than required, at least in the case of single factor polynomials, can result in oscillation and large errors through Runge's phenomenon [10] . The curve fit here will be a best fit to the extra data and will not generally pass directly through each design point. The extra points are suggested because we will not generally know the optimum location for a minimum set of design points upfront, and therefore design points will be positioned in an even distribution throughout the space. The even distribution also avoids uneven weighting of points throughout the design space which may favor one region over another in terms of predictive power. A minimum number of points would be adequate for fitting the curve if the points were ideally spaced. However, if we kept that minimum number and implemented even spacing we may end up with a situation similar to the one shown in Figure 6 and may not get an accurate curve fit. Also, the shape of a response with respect to any single factor may change as the values of other factors change. This will happen when interaction effects are significant. Therefore even if an ideal set of design point locations was established for modeling each factor independently, that set would only be valid while all other factor levels are constant. Therefore the extra design points are justified.
Figure 6 -Demonstrating the Merit of Extra Design Points
The suggested number of design points is only modestly above the minimum number required and will not allow for an ideal fit of any possible curve, but it should help to mitigate the demonstrated problem when it occurs with moderate severity. Using extra design points also helps to mitigate the effect of experimental random error on the accuracy of the fitted regression models. The suggested number of design points essentially represents a balance between accuracy and resource expenditure when developing regression modals.
Once we know the number of design points required to accurately fit each individual factor effect we can simply take their product as the overall number of points required to fit the regression models. In other words, for factors each with required design points (where = 1 … and refers to the mode number) we can find the overall number of required design points as follows:
Some commercial design of experiments software packages, including the one predominantly used in this study, have an upper limit to the model order that can be used when developing regression models. If this maximum available model order is insufficient for the particular system being considered then we have the option of splitting the design space into sections. It will be suggested that an extra design point be granted to each factor that is split by this method. The extra point can be thought of as added at the interface between the new design space segments where the design space has been split. Even spacing should be maintained when adding extra points for design space splitting. Multiple splits may be required for complex problems that consist of a variety of high order factors. When using this splitting method all individual design space segments will have to be analyzed each time the models are being used for prediction of defect parameters. When using the graphical method of overlaying contour lines these segments can simply be positioned next to each other in order to show the entire design space.
VALIDATING THE METHOD
In order to validate the proposed regression model technique we will apply it to a simple case involving a circular cross section aluminum rod. The defect will be a localized reduction in diameter of the cross section, which could be considered as an open crack. The factors will thus be the defect's diameter and its location. We will refer to this scenario as the 'two-factor rod', depicted in Figure 7 . Overall length and overall diameter of the rod have not been specified here, since they will be different for each implementation of the scenario in upcoming sections, however, they will remain fixed within each specific implementation and will not be studied as factors.
We will investigate a finite element as well as a physical model of the two-factor rod scenario.
Finite Element Representation of the Two-Factor Rod
Here we will consider the two-factor rod scenario within a finite element environment. We will use an overall length of 500mm and an overall diameter of 25mm for our specimens. A general 'non-linear aluminum alloy', built into the database of the finite element package, was chosen as the material.
Following the procedure described earlier, we use closely spaced finite element runs to determine the actual behavior in advance, and then determine an appropriate number of design points that would be required to capture that behavior in a regression model. Thus, we create the two-factor rod within a FEA environment and gradually increment each of the two factors (defect location and diameter at the defect) to get response surfaces for the first three required modes as shown in Figure 8 . Note that the location is measured from the clamped end and diameter refers to the diameter at the defect, not the reduction in diameter at the defect. We can see that frequency of each mode is generally reduced (relative to the intact case) by the introduction of a defect, as long as the defect is not near a location of low curvature (or the node of a curvature mode shape). As the defect nears a node, its effect becomes progressively less severe. In addition, more severe defects generally result in higher frequency reduction.
If we plot two-dimensional cross sections of these response surfaces, we can get a better idea of exactly how each factor affects the frequency response of each mode. These two-dimensional sections are found in Figure 9 and Figure 10 . Following the general procedure described earlier, we will first use these plots as a guide so we can determine the minimum model order required to adequately capture the effects of each factor on each mode. We will then determine the minimum number of design points needed to fit our regression models to that model order.
Since we wish to predict the values of two defect parameters here (defect location and diameter at the defect) we need to model surfaces for at least two frequencies. However, the regression equations that result from the first two modal frequencies are nonlinear and will therefore have multiple solutions. In anticipation of this problem, we will adhere to the guidelines presented earlier and assume that models of three ( + 1) frequencies are required.
If we wish to obtain response surface models and regression equations for a number of frequencies, we need to include enough design points in our experiment runs to model the highest order frequency of interest. This is the third frequency in our case (as can be seen in Figure 9 through Figure 10 ). The defect diameter plots had one inflection point and the defect location plot had four inflection points. Therefore, keeping within the rough guidelines suggested earlier we determine that in order to accurately model the third frequency across our entire design space we require four design points in the defect diameter dimension and ten design points in the defect location dimension. Due to model order limitations of the commercial design of experiments software used in this study, we split the design space into two segments. We add an extra point in the defect location dimension at the interface between the two segments, resulting in each segment consisting of an evenly spaced four by six design point mesh. The total number of unique design points is forty-four in this case.
We will consider the defect diameter values to range between 6 mm and 24 mm for each design space segment (note that the overall diameter was chosen as 25mm). For defect location we will choose a design space that ranges between 25 mm and 475 mm (note that our overall length is 500 mm). Since we have two separate design-space segments, with respect to defect location, our first segment will range between 25 mm and 250 mm and our second segment will range between 250 mm and 475 mm. Therefore, this design space considers most physically possible defects of the form considered. We cut off our design space slightly before the physical limits in order to avoid anomalies at those limits (such as a beam with a defect diameter of zero). Using the design structure established above, we can now develop our finite element model and perform the required simulation runs. After we analyze this data using stepwise regression, we obtain six individual regression models; two models for each frequency, using three frequencies. The models are somewhat complex and consist of various high order terms. R 2 values are quite good and range between 0.9936 and 1.0000. We can use these models to predict defect parameters of additional validation runs (i.e. runs separate from those used in developing the regression models). In doing so, we need to ensure that splitting the design space does not inhibit the ability of the models to be used for predicting defect parameters. Accurate solutions should be returned when using the correct design space segment and the other segment should not falsely return extra solutions. The results from a number of validation runs are summarized in Table 1 . We can see that each of the validation runs result in a fairly good prediction of defect parameters using our models. The predictions were made largely from numerical optimization across all three responses. In order to obtain predictions for all validation runs we had to use both design space segment models.
For validation runs one through four, we can see that a fairly good solution was returned with a high desirability in each case (desirability is returned by the software along with numerical optimization results as an indication of the goodness of the solution). Only one solution was obtained for the appropriate segmented model in each case and the model segment that was not supposed to return a solution either had at least one of the frequency inputs outside the range of frequencies that were obtained when developing that model or no solution with an adequately high desirability was found.
Table 1 -Validation Runs for FEA Two-Factor Rod
For validation runs five and six, two high desirability solutions were obtained using numerical optimization. However, in this case both solutions are somewhat acceptable, since both lie near the interface between the two design space segments (which is at a location of 250 mm). It would not necessarily be clear which solution was best if we were employing the method in practice. The one with the slightly higher desirability could be chosen, or recognizing that they are both relevant predictions, the solutions could be averaged to obtain a single solution. In any event, these results at least verify that defects near the interface between design space segments do not pose a problem.
For validation runs seven and eight, obtaining a definitive solution was a little more difficult. Numerical optimization returned solutions with high desirability from each design space segment. Using the graphical approach was also a little ambiguous, but when the better graphical solution was chosen (knowing in this case that there should only be one unique solution) we were able to correctly eliminate the incorrect prediction. However, based on this difficulty, it is not clear at this point whether we could choose the correct solution for all potential defect conditions. The difficulty experienced here with identifying certain defects will be discussed further when we investigate which areas of the design space are more sensitive in upcoming sections.
We can gain a better perspective for how accurate the predictions are by plotting actual defects and predicted defects together in the two dimensional design space, as shown in Figure 11 . We can see that more severe defects were better predicted in general. This relates to the discussions earlier relating to sensitivity. Design space regions in which the factor effects are stronger (high slope) are generally prone to better predictions than regions with weak effects (low slope). In this case, smaller defects result in weaker effects, correspond to more horizontal regions of each response surface and thus are prone to higher error in their predictions. If we use only the first two modes in our numerical optimization procedure for the first validation run, we get two solutions, each having a high desirability. They occur at location = 173.55, diameter = 14.03 and at diameter location = 36.33, diameter = 17.47. If we overlay the contour lines of the first two modes for this particular validation run, we get the plot shown in Figure 13 . The two solutions are clearly visible when using the graphical technique as well.
It is obvious that the extra mode is indeed required to isolate the correct solution. If we now overlay the contour line of the third mode, we get the plot shown in Figure 14 . The correct solution is now clearly visible using the graphical method. Employing a combination of numerical optimization and the graphical approach is recommended. We have examined the behavior of the two factor rod, obtained a suitable design structure and determined that the proposed method of defect detection can be successfully applied to this particular scenario. Therefore, we now pursue a set of laboratory experiments to validate the proposed defect detection method on a physical system.
Experimental Representation of the Two-Factor Rod
The overall length of the physical rods will be taken here as 1000 mm. This length was chosen, instead of the 500mm length used in the previous section, since it produced frequencies that were more practical to quickly and accurately measure using available modal impact testing equipment. The overall diameter of the specimens was taken as 25.4 mm (1 in), instead of the 25 mm used in the finite element model, since that standard size of aluminum rod was readily available. TL 6160 grade aluminum was chosen as the material. Note that the setup for this series of experiments is shown in Figure 15 .
It is not strictly necessary to match the material and dimensions of the specimens used in the FEA and physical trials since we are only interested in validating the defect detection method, and not the agreement between actual frequency values. We expect that there would be some disagreement in these values anyway due to non-ideal clamping conditions for the physical experiments, mass loading from the accelerometer, variations in properties and exact dimensions between specimens, temperature variations and many other factors.
For the physical experiments a similar forty-four point split design space was used, with each half containing a four by six mesh of evenly spaced design points. Only enough data was obtained to model one half of the overall design space. This was due to concerns over budget, time investment and material consumption. However, one segment is adequate for validating the method. This one segment had defects that ranged in location from 0 mm to 500 mm (from the clamped end). Note again that the overall length was 1000 mm in this case. Using data obtained from the experiment runs we again obtain regression models. Response surface models for the first half of the design space are shown in Figure 16 for each of the three modal frequencies measured in this set of experiments. These three models had R 2 values that were again quite good at 0.9974, 0.9967 and 0.9781, for modes one, two and three respectively. If we compare these response surfaces to the ones generated for the first half of the design space using the finite element model of the two-factor rod (shown in Figure 12 ), we can see that there is a very good agreement in behavior.
If we perform validation runs using these models we get the results shown in Table 2 . A visual depiction of the results is also presented in Figure 17 . We can see that for defects that fall within the upper portion of the defect diameter range, no definitive prediction could be obtained for defect parameters. Therefore, less severe defects here resulted in poorer predictions. Less severe defects are more prone to error because they create weak factor effects.
Table 2 -Validation Runs for Experimental Two-Factor Rod
While these results have been somewhat consistent with previous results obtained from the finite element model, the fit of the actual regression models in this case is a contributing factor towards poorer predictions. It should be noted that the determination of 'no solution' was made using the graphical approach for each of the three points above. The numerical optimization approach did actually return a solution in each of those cases.
To understand how the graphical technique was employed to reject the numerical optimization solution, we can refer to Figure 18 which shows general contour plots for the first three modal frequency models of the current two-factor rod.
Figure 17 -Validation Runs for Experimental Two-Factor Rod
As frequency rises for each mode, we initially see a smooth set of curves that have generally the same shape and progress towards the upper part of the design space. However, for each model we can see that at a certain point local oscillation in the response surface occurs. This seems to occur between 16.8 Hz and 16.9 Hz for the first frequency model, between 105 Hz and 106 Hz for the second frequency model and between 299 Hz and 301 Hz for the third frequency model. This limit, at which local oscillation begins, occurs when the contour lines no longer depict defect diameter as a singlevalued function of location. We know that for any given local defect, a reduction in defect diameter should always reduce frequency (as seen in Figure 10 ). For a defect at any given location, there should not be two or more distinct diameter reductions that produce the same frequency.
If we plot one of our failed prediction points, we can see that each of the three frequency models produce contour lines that are above the stability limit which we have set. The resulting plot can be found in Figure 19 for the first validation run. It is obvious that the contours are above their suggested stability levels and there is no definite solution in this case. Compare this to the successful prediction of a defect in Figure 14 and the difference is clearly visible. We know that specific regions of the design space are more stable than others for each model. Therefore, it would be of interest to find Figure 20 the limits of stability of each model are plotted within the design space in order to help us visualize which regions will produce better prediction results. The number of stable models that should result within each region of the design space is also shown. gives us some idea about how accurate a prediction should be for each region of the design space. For example, if we obtain three stable models and make a prediction within a white region of the design space we would likely obtain a much more accurate prediction than if we obtained one stable model (and two slightly unstable models) and had to make a prediction within one of the regions corresponding to 'one stable model'. This plot does not indicate that we cannot make predictions outside of the regions labeled 'three stable models'. It merely suggests regions where the best predictions will likely result. There is generally a continuous degradation of stability of each model towards the upper part of the space and the limits here merely represent where the original shapes of the contours are no longer preserved. When using the graphical approach, the most stable modes should generally be most heavily weighted in the prediction process. Note that the three failed predictions from Table 2 and Figure 17 occurred for defects that were within, or at least very near to, the region of Figure 20 that corresponds to '0 stable modes'.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
A defect detection method has been presented in a general way here so that it is applicable to a broad range of applications. We have dealt with one simple application that required predicting the location and severity of a notch in a beam. However, other potential applications with completely different defect parameters can be imagined, such as detecting voids in castings or locating clogs in piping systems. It may also be particularly useful for quality control in facilities where products are made in mass quantities. Due to mass production, dedicating enough specimens for the development of regression models makes sense. A benefit to using this approach is that it could be used for complex structures with natural frequencies that are difficult to determine through theoretical means. The regression models simply have to be developed first by experimental measurements on the desired structure type. Even non-ideal end conditions are automatically accounted for in the models, and do not have to be considered on a theoretical level.
The results obtained in this study demonstrate that regression models of modal frequency along with experimental modal testing can be useful for detecting damage in structures, at least in simple scenarios and under controlled conditions. However, further work is required in order to expand the method and allow it to handle many defect parameters, multiple defects and non-ideal damage. Refining the design structure could reduce the number of design points required for developing regression models and improve the fit of those models to the behavior of the physical systems that they represent. Future work could also investigate using low numbers of experimental runs to determine scaling factors that could be used to modify generalized ideal regression models and fit them to specific applications.
